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The most remarkable weapon in the fight against crime, forensic science turns bullet trajectories, bodily fluids, and the very structure of our DNA into damning witnesses of our every act. Packed with examples from real-life cases, this Beginner Guide covers all major areas of forensic science, including drugs, trace evidence, and crime scene investigation. Pathology, anthropology, and the laws that govern this evidence all come under the scalpel as Jay Siegel tracks the journey of evidence from crime scene to courtroom, revealing the incredible complexities and surprising pitfalls of a field that is crucial to our struggle for justice.
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Customer Reviews

I really enjoyed listening to this audiobook as it contained specific information on Forensic Science, its different areas such as drugs, fingerprints, photography, DNA and so on. I am currently studying Forensic Science at university and found this book to contain helpful information and was good to get a background knowledge and working foundation for my degree. It definitely reads like a textbook and if you do not have interest in this field, it will probably bore you. I enjoy this field of study and thoroughly enjoyed listening to the book.
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